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Jessica Lindsay wins Montana
Photography Competition
If you’ve been getting our mewsletter for a long time,
you may remember a drawing by Jessica Lindsay,
then 10 years old ,of a cat sitting behind curtains in a
window. Now Jessica is a sophomore in Wildlife Biology at the University of Montana. Her summer job
was tracking baby lynx to determine their mortality
rates, and this is a photo she took. She entered it in
the Wild Montana Photo Contest, and won the popular
vote in the Wildlife category. This, and all the other
winners can be seen at
www.wildmontana.org/photocontest. And this is a site
not to be missed.
Jessie’s aunt, Dorothy Washburn, handles our largest fundraiser each year: our sponsorship program, and Jessie is
also a sponsor. Besides being a great photographer and an exceptional young person, Jessie plans to devote her life
to the care and welfare of animals. The contest is sponsored by the Montana Wilderness Association, and winning photos are used in a Montana State Calendar.

The KittyCorner Police Blotter
Since we broke up the infamous kitten
gangs a couple of years ago, and the
older, organized criminals last year,
major crimes are down at KittyCorner,
but petty crimes have been rising instead. Incidents of vandalism and assault have doubled, and the number of
criminals involved in such crimes has
also risen dramatically.
Most serious are the muggings.
The victim seems to always have time
to scream--and scream. But when law
enforcement arrives, all they find is the
poor victim in the corner and a small
group of cats sitting around with innocent looks on their faces, saying
"What?" It was a matter of diligent and
brilliant police work, but we began to
realize that one of the witnesses was
present at each incident. Blake, 7,
black and white, 1 foot 4 inches,
claimed to be an innocent bystander.
His story was backed up by two young
brothers whom he raised. They insisted that the three of them had been
playing, giving Blake the purrfect alibi.
Though we were still suspicious, the
circumstantial evidence plus the alibi

convinced us that we couldn't hold
him. We did, however, advise him
that, if he didn't reform quickly, jail time
would result. We continued our surveillance.
Coincidentally, we had a vet appointment that week, and Blake was
on the list. We managed to catch him
with a lot of difficulty. (He kept insisting on seeing the warrant.) When we
got there, they were surprised to see
us. It seems we had written down the
wrong date, so we were a day early!
Because he was a flight risk, our vet
agreed to keep Blake overnight so we
wouldn't have to recapture him the
next day. Though it was an unfortunate mistake, Blake was sure he'd
been "set up." Though he was out on
parole the next day, he has been a
little more cautious about assaulting
other cats, and our surveillance continues.
Of course, graffiti, or "tagging" as
it's sometimes known, is a practice
employed by cats as well as people to
mark territory. Both involve spraying,
but with different materials. Both are

considered vandalism. Buckley, a
large orange tabby, was caught recently marking the doorway. As he
explained to this reporter, he was feeling an uncontrollable need to express
himself, and he didn't have enough
money for paint. I'm not sure, but I
think we'd prefer the paint.
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Happy Tails: Remembering Barley

So Near and Yet So Far

By Janice DeFonda
Rascal was only 7 months old and
all alone after Punky and Itsy had
been helped across the Rainbow
Bridge and just 6 ½ weeks apart
from each other. When my husband, Frank, was finally ready to
adopt a friend for Rascal, he had
one requirement: that he look like
Itsy. A bit of a tall order. However,
as soon as that request was made,
my sister,Audrey, saw Barley’s
photo posted at the Vet’s office and
called me immediately because the
name was so special...Our sister,
Jesse, had once had a cat named
Barley. Now, how often do you
hear that name? Even though he
looked like Punky in coloring, we
knew it was a sign. So, I call Debbie & Linda Young of Kitty Corner
and make an appointment to meet
Barley.

and he immediately said we should
call right away and adopt Barley.
To our great relief, he was still
available....of course no surprise
there as it was meant to be – thus
the message. In that phone call we
learned that Barley had picked us.
He always hid when others came
and Debbie & Linda were very relieved, too, that we’d picked him.
Then we discovered we both used
Animal Communicators and Barley
had asked if he could pick his family. That was just another confirmation!

When I first met Barley, his brother,
Butterscotch, was down at Cornell
being treated for a liver problem he
was born with. Debbie and Linda
had fallen in love with him and kept
him as part of their permanent fur
He was sitting at the bottom of the family. When I went to pick Barley
basement stairs when I got there
up, Butter came zooming into the
and we hung out for a bit and then kitchen and much to my surhe zoomed around playing with the prise...he looked just like Itsy. So,
other kittens for adoption. I played there they were the duplication of
with a few more kittens and then
Punky and Itsy!
went home. Even though I felt he’d
be a purrfect friend for Rascal,
I’ve provided pictures below that I
Frank wanted me to continue the
just scanned. Even though we
search for an Itsy look alike. Two
didn’t get the look alike Frank had
days later I woke up from a dream hoped for, we sure got the Soul
of Itsy saying to me, “Barley’s the
who was meant to journey with all
one.” I woke up Frank and told him of us for 17+ years.

Punky, left, and Itsy

We got a rare invitation in September. The Chase Community Foundation invited us to be one of the
7000 charities in their Chase Community Giving promotion. Chase
customers selected their favorite
charities to compete for 5 million
dollars in prizes. People could vote
both on the Chase website and on
Facebook. Each Facebook user
could vote for their favorite two charities. The 200 groups with the highest
number of votes would split the 5
million dollars.
We contacted as many people as we
could, but the voting process was a
little complicated, and we got some
of the instructions wrong. If you
were one of those poor people who
had troble voting for us, we apologize. Even with the trouble, we
came close. Another 100 votes
would have done it!
But there’s always next year. If you
are a Chase customer, and have a
chance for input please remember to
nominate KittyCorner. And when the
contest starts (this year it was in
September) please vote for us. Anyway, we received $350 just for accepting the invitation to compete, so
if you were one of the people who
nominated us, our kitties thank you,
and so do we.

Barley, left, with his brother, Butterscotch I
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If You Have a Flabby Tabby
According to the American Veterinary creases, energy increases and level table scraps and between-meal
Medical Association, as many as
of fitness improves.
snacks are off-limits. Enlist the help
35% of cats are overweight or obese.
Dr. Robert Upholt at Cats Only
of the whole family in your feline fitJust as in people, overweight animals Veterinary Hospital described the
ness program. Here are some other
can suffer serious health problems,
basics. If you free-feed—allowing
tips.
including chronic pain from carrying
your cats to nibble on dry food all
 It’s much easier to prevent obesiexcess weight, have increased
day—you need to switch to two feedty than to fix it. When you notice
chances for cancer, diabetes, high
ings a day, using measured amounts.
your cat gaining weight, cut back
blood pressure and injury, as well as Determine exactly how much food
on the food and/or increase the
heart, respiratory and kidney disyour cat is eating now by measuring
exercise right away.
ease, or even liver disease. Manag- how much you put in the bowl in the
ing a cat’s weight is important
 Address two major compoto his overall health and lifenents: the amount of food your
long wellness.
cat eats and her activity level to
Since cats come in all
burn calories.
shapes and sizes, coming up
with an ideal weight in pounds
 There are special “diet” cat
is not always practical. The
foods which may be helpful,
Body Condition Score System
partly because they are lower in
focuses on the amount of skin
calories, but they may be higher
and tissue that can be felt over
in protein, keeping your cat satisthe ribs as well as the shape
fied longer. Consult your vet
over the waist and underbelly.
about using one of these.
A cat with an ideal body condition will have a visible waist
 Get the entire family on
behind the ribs when viewed
board to help cats be successful.
from above; the ribs can be
No sneaking treats, and increase
Gardiner was plump when he came to us, but because we
felt through only a small
activity levels by encouraging a
house our cats in groups, we can’t control his diet and there
amount of fat – and when
cat to chase toys, for example.
isn’t much time for play. We are looking for a foster
viewed from the side, the un(temporary) home for him where he can receive the special
derbelly will be tucked up. See
attention he needs. Any feline fitness buffs out there?
 If your cat is feeling hungry
your veterinarian if you want
and deprived, she needs to get
to be sure. If your cat is very
busy—which means you may
much overweight, as a few of ours
morning, then subtracting the amount
want to get busy and play with
are, it will be obvious. Another sign
left at night. Reduce that amount by
her. Better yet, get her a friend
is when the fur on the back down to
about one third. Feed half of that
to play with.
the base of the tail begins to mat, or amount in the morning and half in the
you may see a lot of dandruff. This evening. Dr. Upholt suggests switch- Weight loss can be slow, but with
happens because the cat can’t reach ing to a canned-food diet. Half a can patience and persistence efforts will
around to groom itself,
in the morning and half later in the
pay off and add healthier years to a
Helping a fat cat lose weight can
day is enough for the average cat. It pet’s life.
be challenging, but the results are
may make kitty feel a little more satrewarding when the cat’s pain deisfied for a longer time. Remember,

Happy
Ella
Happy Birthday
Birthday totoElla
Special Thanks to Ella Smith, who
just celebrated her tenth birthday.
Instead of gifts for herself, Ella asked
her friends to bring gifts for KittyCorner! We received food, litter,
treats,collars, blankets--all the things
that our cats need. Ella is a wonderful example of how generous and
caring our new generation is. It was a
wonderful surprise for us and for our
kitties too.

& KittyCorner Too!
Oh, and did I mention that this is
KittyCorner’s 20th anniversary?
And thanks to Scott Gardner from Agile
Marketing, we have three new videos
on our website. Check ‘em out at
www.kitycorner.org. Besides donating
the videos, Scott made a generous
cash donation. Thanks so much,
Scott. We plan to get a lot of use out
of these!
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Exercise is the Name of the Game

The Very Best Toy!
By Butterscotch II

interactive exercise session. , Make
tunnels of your own by turning boxes
upside down and cutting entrance
and exit holes.

As an experienced user of all sorts of cat
toys, I can meow with
authority about the
4. A small ball in a box works as a
very best one. It’s
mini racquetball court. Our cats love
called Da Bird, and it’s
the ping pong ball in the bathtub
feathers on a long
game.
string, tied to a stick But that’s not all!
That means quality time, and It flaps
5. Use your interactive toy around a
just like a real bird. You have to jump
tall, sturdy scratching post to encour- and grab and chase, and if you catch
age your cat to scratch. This causes a it, you can kill it, and then it jumps up
full stretch, which helps tone the mus- all over again. That’s a liot better
cles in the shoulders and back.
than the real thing. And if you really
kill it so it doesn’t fly anymore, you
6. Invest in a multi-tiered cat tree so
can get a new, feathery end for the
your cat can jump from one perch to
leash and it will fly all over again.
the other during play. This exercise
improves balance and coordination.
Next time your mom or dad go to the
Here’s another great place to use
pet supply store, make sure they get
your interactive toy.
one and give you Da Bird. Mom?
Why are you laughing? But that’s not
1. Use an interactive toy with feathers
the best toy. The best toy is a person
7.
Plastic
caps
from
milk
jugs
make
on the end. Move it like a bird to enon the other end of the stick.
great
hockey
pucks.
Drop
one
on
the
courage your cat to leap and stretch.
kitchen floor to work on your cat's
speed and coordination.
2. Slither snakelike toys up and down
10. Make Kitty work for her treats.
stairs. These toys are also great for
Though the idea is to cut calories by
9. Too tired to play after a long day at
going up and over the tops of sofas.
avoiding table scraps and treats, you
work? Use a laser light to play with
might want to introduce a “treat ball.”
kitty while you sit and watch TV.
3. Set up boxes, bags (cut off hanFor really good conditioning, use it on This is a ball or other toy with holes.
dles) and soft-sided tunnels to create a stairway, where the cat can chase it You fill it with treats or dry food, and
(Continued on page 5)
an obstacle
course for your up and down the stairs.
Simply feeding a lower calorie cat
food, or cutting back on the usual
food may be discouraging for both
you and your cat. But adding an exercise program will do the same thing
for cats that it does for humans: it
burns more calories, causing a faster
weight loss,and gets her little kitty
body back in shape. But a feline exercise program can benefit any cat,
regardless of condition. Just as important are the social and emotional
benefits of exercise. Jackson Galaxy,
the star of “My Cat from Hell,” uses
play to treat all sorts of behavior problems. If you’ve never seen the show,
watch the miracles he performs at
http://animal.discovery.com/tv-shows/
my-cat-from-hell Here are a few ideas
for getting kitty to move:

iseFor the Cat Who Has Everything
c
r
Exe

The Cat Wheel Company in California (where else?)
has designed what many of us with flabby tabbies
have dreamed of: the cat exercise wheel. Much like
a huge hamster wheel, this device is popular with
people who have Bengals, Abyssinians, or other extremely active breeds. They are popular enough
that, as of press time, the company was sold out and
there is a 6-week waiting period. At $350 and up,
they’ll have to wait a little longer for our order. If
you’re clever, look up “cat exercise wheel plans” on
the Internet and build your own!
What’s really fun is watching the videos on their website of cats using this device! Go to
www.catwheelcompany.com.
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kitty chases it around to make the
treats fall out.
11.Add a friend. Your cat isn’t lazy,
but he could be lonely. And a new
playmate can help him become
more active and engaged. So if you
have just one cat, consider adopting another—a young kitten is the
best bet for bringing out the youthful energy in your cat.
12.Install cat-sized shelves on
walls and windowsills. A cat’s favorite direction is UP, and you
won’t have to do a lot of encouraging to get her running and leaping
from one level to another.
13 .Competitive play encourages
your cat to watch you for cues
while moving through an agility
course that includes ramps, steps,

poles, tunnels and
hoops. Train at home
and then consider
entering competitions.
Even if you decide to
not “go pro,” this activity still fosters emotional bonds and encourages greater levels of fitness.
14. The best strategy
for cat workouts is to
give them plenty of
options in the form of
toys. And these don’t
have to be expensive toys from the
pet store, either. Yarn, rope, ping
pong balls, empty spools, and pens
are just a few of the everyday
household objects that you can use
as toys to encourage cat exercise.

Don't forget to laugh. It will do wonders for you emotionally and physically. Your cat will pick up on your
good mood, and everyone will have
a good time.

We need foster homes for “ Special Needs “ cats !
A foster home is temporary, unless you decide to make it permanent. We have several cats on special diets
who have to be confined to keep them out of the regular cat food. If you will take a cat into foster care, we will
provide food and will also cover the cost of vet care. Please call 315-457-4420 if you can give a cat a chance at a
normal life—even if it’s only for a little while.

Life is Beautiful
ful, with chocolate brown "points"
like a Siamese, and rather than the
typical fawn-colored body, hers is
fawn with chocolate marbling. One
of the most remarkably beautiful cats
we have ever seen.
But Beauty had a problem. Her
Inflammatory Bowel Disease caused
diarrhea. Stress makes it worse and
she often didn’t make it to the litter
box on time. After trying a couple of
different treatments, our vet put her
on a special diet. The only way we
could control what she was eating
was to confine her to a small bathroom. Not much of a life for a cat
We've always believed that there who loves people. However, the diet
is a place for every cat. But some
did solve the diarrhea problem, and
require very special places, and very because of the small space, she
special people to bring them about.
started "going" right next to the box.
Such is the story of Beauty. When
that kind of behavior usually means
Beauty came to us she was mature, that the cat doesn't like the litter. We
but not old, friendly, but not pushy,
needed to try different "substrates"
and a girl who knew her own mind,
for her litter box. Newspapers, paper
but she could melt into your lap with towels, horse bedding, puppy pads,
loving purrs. She is also very beauti- cloth diapers--these are all things

that people try with cats like Beauty.
We didn't mind any of that, but it
broke our hearts to have to keep her
confined.
Then we got an e-mail from an
old friend, asking to foster a cat. She
and her 9-year-old daughter had
seen Beauty and another cat, Solomon, also confined because of a
special diet, and wanted to meet
them. It was a tough decision, but
Beauty was the lucky choice.
Now, with a family of her
own, Beauty is a very happy cat.
Without the stresses of life with so
many other cats, or confinement in a
tiny room, her Inflammatory Bowel
Disease is improved, and at last report, she was using her littler box.
Though we could give Beauty what
she needed to live, we couldn't give
her the quality of life that she deserved. Many thanks to Marie for
doing that for this beautiful little soul.
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The Most Maligned Cats.

We don’t know why. Neither do they!

Several years ago, we were at a feline behavior seminar when they asked “what color cat makes the best pet?” Having had
hundreds of cats come through our program by that time, we both wrote down “black,” with no hesitation. We never saw
the results of that very informal study, and I’m not sure there’s any scientific evidence to say that color determines anything about personality. But it does influence adoptions, and black cats are consistently on the bottom of the list in every
shelter in the country, including KittyCorner. Many people even specify “any color but black,” or admit that they really like
a certain cat “but it’s black.” Here are just a few of our favorites, and to promote black cat adoptions, they are ON SALE (to
qualified adopters) until March 31, 2013. Adopt any black (or mostly black) cat for ONLY $40. Find out more
about these and our other black cats at www.kittycorner.org
< Mozart was abandoned on the streets of Syracuse. He’s truly
a lover who tries hard to fit in. Polite, gentle, and friendly with
people he knows, and a gorgeous, long, non-matting coat.
Colter is a lovely lap cat who loves to snuggle. He’s >
only about 2 years old. A little shy with strangers, but once he
gets to know you he will be your best friend.

<Keiffer is a truly wonderful cat, friendly and loving with
loads of personality. He's a real character, but with lovely
manners. He would rather be a single cat, but might get
along with one other friend.
Evan is a really great cat, black with white whiskers, friendly and loving. He had a companion cat but could be the
only cat in the home, or could learn to get along with a
new friend.

Valentine used to be shy, but she has learned to >
love people. She sleeps with me, and gets along
great with other cats as well as people.
< Will is a long-haired beauty. He is friendly with
people, but would prefer to be an only cat. He can
sometimes play a little roughly, so a home without
children would be best. But he sure is gorgeous
and would be a lovely pet for the right person.

Neat trick to fix matted fur
If your long-haired cat has fur that mats, or your shorthaired cat is too—uh—rubinesque to groom his back
and the base of his tail, a simple dinner fork is what you
need to get the snarls out. Just use the fork to pick
gently at the base of the knot. It will loosen and pull out
easily. Still having trouble? Rub a little cornstarch into
the knot, then go back to the fork.
Many thanks to our good friend and volunteer
Mary Fulton, who learned this trick from her daughter.

Granite is on TV!
If you ever watch YNN (channel 10 in the Syracuse area), you’ve probably seen “Pet Pointers” with Lisa Chalenza.These are neat little stories with important information about dogs, cats, and other pets. But every little
while they do a promotion for the show that starts “Get
your purr on!” If you watch, you’ll see a little gray cat
against a peach-colored background. That’s our Granite! Granite was born blind, but he was almost two
years old before we ever realized it, He’s an amazing
little guy.
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Sponsor a Cat

Please Help

Can’t adopt? How about sponsoring a cat through our KittyCorner
Sponsor program. For just a $30
each year, you can choose one of
the twelve cats in our prgram. These
are cats who have little chance of
being adopted because of some
physical disability, behavior problem,
or just shyness.
When you sponsor one of these
cats, you will receive a new picture
and an update on your cat every
three months. Just go to
www.kittycorner.org and click on the
“Sponsor a Cat” button to get all the
information. Or go to
www.kittycorner,Petfinder.com to
make a donation on behalf of any of
our cats,.

We’ve always been blown away
by the generosity of our supporters. You have allowed us to save
thousands of cats, but now they
need your help more than ever.
Like most charities, KittyCorner saw donations go down
during the recession, but our
costs for cat food and vet care
both went up, and we are falling
short by as much as $1000 a
month.
So, our sincere thanks to so
many of you who help with your
support. Every penny goes toward helping our cats, whether it’s
food, litter, vet bills or medicine.
Any amount you can spare will be
very welcome.

Our 2012 KittyCorner Holiday Raffle
Yes, it’s that time of
year again; our annual
KittyCorner Holiday Raffle. This year we are
celebrating the new year
with a drawing on midnight, December
31. First prize
is $250. Second prize
is $50. Chances of winning depend on the
number of tickets sold.
Our Holiday Raffle is our biggest fundraiser of the
year, and it’s also a way to give to a good cause
while possibly getting something back. Tickets are
only $1. We’ve included an envelope and some
tickets in this Mewsletter for you to buy or
sell. Just fill out each ticket and return them, with
a check for $1 each in the envelope provided. If
you need more, give us a call at 315-457-4420, or
e-mail catresq@twcny.rr.com, and we will send
you an attachment so you can print as many as
you want.

Donate via PayPal!
A couple of years ago, we added
a credit card button to our website.
but it became an expensive option,
and we decided to drop it. However, we’ve found that PayPal
(www.paypal.com) is inexpensive
and reliable, and most people seem
to be comfortable with it.
So we are happy to accept donations via PayPal at
catresq@twcny.rr.com.
Donations are tax-deductible, and
100% of the funds are spent to care
for the cats.

Help Cats just by Searching or Shopping
We’ve written about this before. How about donating to your favorite charity (even if it isn’t KittyCorner) just by searching the Internet, or shopping on-line; things most of us do all the time anyway? Go to www.goodsearch.com. Click on
“choose a cause,” and put “kittycorner” in the
blank, and when it brings up “Kittycorner of
CNY” (that’s us) click “verify,” then search as usual. Every time you click on a page, KittyCorner will
get $.01. Okay, it’s not a lot, but it really does add
up, and as you know, you click on a lot of pages
during even a simple search.
If you are shopping on-line, start with the same
page at www.goodsearch.com, and click on the
“good shop” button. From there you can go to almost every place people shop, including itunes,
Amazon, Target, Sears—you name it. Just click
on the store you want and shop as usual. You pay
the same, but KittyCorner will receive a percentage of what you spend. Check it out!
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